Reading
into things
The role of body language
in recruitment
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Non-verbal
communication
In any interview situation it is undeniable that
communication is a fundamental aspect.
Candidates must be able to help interviewers realise
the skills and qualities that they possess that makes
them ideal for the role. But communication is not just
about what is being spoken. In fact, the majority of the
way we communication and understand one another
is made up of non-verbal communication; 55% of our
communication is derived through our body language.

55% of our communication
is derived through our

body language.

For any Sales or Marketing role, communication will
be a vital element of the job description. It forms a
major component to the way these professionals
operate and therefore it’s useful for an interviewer
in these industries to learn to understand how each
potential candidate communicates through body
language to engage with others.
To ensure that you understand and assess each
candidate reliably and accurately, it is best to use
a professional and specialist agency that has the
expertise and experience in this field. However,
there are a few simple checks that can be carried
out throughout an interview to ensure that you are
evaluating these body movements correctly and are
deriving the right messages from them.
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The infamous handshake
This is a well known but invaluable assessment
technique. We’ve all heard of the importance of
a firm and confident handshake but most of us
are unaware of the significance it holds. A limp
handshake gives the impression of weakness,
timidity, and lack of enthusiasm, whereas a firm
handshake holds the opposite qualities.

Take a look at the eyes
A lot can be learnt from the way a candidate
looks at you; eye contact is an attempt to make
a connection. Does the candidate approach
you confidently when making eye contact,
or does she or he look away when answering
your questions? If it is the latter, the candidate
could be a nervous personality who may not be
well accustomed to the stress that the job will
often entail.

Eye
contact is
an attempt
to make a
connection.

In addition, Sales and Marketing often involves
representing your business at presentations and
pitches. A candidate who cannot command
attention and authority from the manner in
which they look at you, may not express
themselves assuredly in front of a crowd.
This will prevent a real connection from taking
place between your brand representative and
your audience, and will inhibit your business
staying memorable to those in attendance at
the presentation or pitch.
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Posture
Poor posture is often associated with a lack of confidence or interest. If in
the interview the candidate leans back in their chair, it could reveal hidden
sentiments about the way the candidate feels about the opportunity,
such as dispassion for the role, or a lack of motivation to succeed and excel
in this position.
Keep a close watch on candidates who sit back in their seats with a slight
lean towards the door. This is innate behaviour that occurs in situations where
we are uncomfortable or need reassurance. The door is an escape route - a way
out of the situation - and so by leaning towards it, we feel that we are safe to
leave wherever we wish. If this is how a candidate is behaving in an interview, it is
a strong indication that they may be out of their depth for the responsibilities that
the role requires.
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Rubbing the
head or back of the neck
Gestures such as rubbing the head or back of the
neck is often a natural movement that we do when
disinterested. Candidates that are unenthusiastic
about the role may inadvertently convey this through
actions such as these.

Rubbing or touching
the nose
Though it’s been disproven that avoiding eye
contact is an indication that someone is not being
honest, dishonesty can be identified through subtle
movements such as touching or rubbing the nose.

Leg movement
Though crossed legs are often seen as a barrier
between the candidate and the interviewer, indicating
that the candidate is being guarded and not
transparent in their responses to questions, their
movement also reveals a little more.

Certain behaviour raises
many questions and
doubts as to why the
candidate is unable to
keep cool, calm and a
confidently composed.

If a candidate is shaking their leg throughout the
interview process it shows a level of discomfort.
This raises suspicions as to why they feel
uncomfortable – are they being truthful about their
competencies? Do pressured situations make them
nervous? This behaviour raises many questions and
doubts as to why the candidate is unable to keep
cool, calm and confidently composed.
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Reading body language is a useful skill in an interview situation, but working
alongside a specialist Sales and Marketing recruitment specialist will ensure
that you are already have the best candidates to choose from.
Partnering with a reliable, experienced recruitment consultant can also
save you time and money on the recruitment process.

With years of experience and a
dedicated Sales and Marketing
recruitment team, Coburg Banks
can help reduce the burden
of recruitment.
Why not give us a call
on 01922 424 300 or via email
by clicking here.

